
Civics Project: NHS Library Resources

All these online sources can be accessed through the NHS Library web pages; go to www.norwellschools.org, click on
High School, Student Services, Library.

CIVICS POPULAR TOPICS IDEAS:

● Civic Engagement Topics
● Or, go to isidewith.com/polls to find other possible topics and poll results

LIBRARY CATALOG FOR BOOKS/REFERENCE BOOKS on Civics Topics: Search the
online catalog by Subject or Keyword for your topic. You need the Call Number to find the book on the
shelf.  Check it out!  Reference books can be photocopied but not checked out.  Make sure to copy the
title page and copyright page for your Works Cited page.

DATABASES:  Search these Gale databases for reference articles, primary source documents, and
journal, magazine, or news articles on your topic.

- Communications and Mass Media
- Criminal Justice
- Diversity studies
- Economics and Theory
- Environmental Studies and Policy
- Gender Studies
- Health and Medicine
- Nursing and Allied Health
- Opposing Viewpoints
- Pop Culture Studies
- U. S. History

PERIODICAL SOURCES: (journal, magazine, and newspaper articles)
- JSTOR database:  (login using  your BPL ecard number) - JSTOR is a digital

library of academic journals and books; includes full-text articles from hundreds of
scholarly journals from the mid-19th century to the early 21st century covering a wide
range of subjects, including complete runs of many historical journals. The most recent
3-5 years of current journals are not available in full-text.

- New York Times: 1985 to present
- Boston Globe (through ProQuest): 1980 to present
- Academic OneFile: scholarly articles from all academic disciplines
- Gale OneFile News: regional, national, and world newspapers
- Gale OneFile Popular Magazines: popular and current magazines
- General OneFile: Magazine, news, and journal articles on general interest topics

and current events

http://www.norwellschools.org
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10fehzny5EEhcnb1-v-nyfZHSsb8ZX8fQDbHIQn8BQAY/edit
https://www.isidewith.com/polls
https://www.norwellschools.org/Page/223
https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=PPCM&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=geolinks
https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=PPCJ&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=geolinks
https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=PPDS&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=geolinks
https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=PPBE&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=geolinks
https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=PPES&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=geolinks
https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=PPGB&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=geolinks
https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=HRCA&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=geolinks
https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=PPNU&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=geolinks
https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=OVIC&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=geolinks
https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=PPOP&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=geolinks
https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=UHIC&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=geolinks
https://login.ezproxy.bpl.org/login?qurl=http%3a%2f%2fwww.jstor.org
https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=SPJ.SP24&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=geolinks
https://search.proquest.com/bostonglobe/index?accountid=48842
https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=AONE&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=geolinks
https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=STND&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=geolinks
https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=PPPM&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=geolinks
https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=ITOF&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=geolinks


● GALE E-BOOK REFERENCE SOURCES
- History in Dispute series: This series addresses heavily debated questions by

offering different critical perspectives on major historical events, drawn from all
time periods and from all parts of the globe. Each volume in this series has a
thematic, era or subject-specific focus that coincides with the way history is
studied at the academic level.

- American Social Reform Movements
- Encyclopedia of Race and Racism
- Human Geography:  People and the Environment: Provides insight into both

regional and global issues by addressing fundamental and advanced topics
critical to the study of human geography and places special emphasis on
exploring the impact of human habitation and economic activity on the
environment.

- Climate Change: Offers coverage of the history, politics, and ethical debates
related to climate change, including the impact of climate change on daily life,
trade and commerce, travel, and the future of both industrialized and
impoverished nations. Provides insights on leading social issues and spurs
critical thinking about the impact of environmental issues on daily life and
globalization.

- U.S. and Canadian Environmental Issues: Covers the environmental issues for
each U.S. state and Canadian province. Essays include an introduction that
describes the geographical and geological features of the state/province,
information on how global climate change could affect the state/province and its
inhabitants, information on natural resources, energy, Green Economy, Green
Jobs, and Green Building, and a special section that covers a major
environmental topic in each state/province.

- Crime and Punishment in America - Covering the evolution of the American
criminal justice system throughout history, Crime and Punishment in America
Reference Library explores everything from juvenile justice to organized crime.

- Supreme Court Drama: Cases that Changed America - Profiles major U.S.
Supreme Court decisions that have made a significant impact on American
society. Each volume is organized by broad legal principles such as individual
liberties, criminal justice and family law, equal protection and civil rights, and
business and government law. Within this framework, case entries are arranged
under the more specific legal issue to which they relate, such as affirmative
action, capital punishment, freedom of speech, and monopolies.

- Major Acts of Congress - In 262 entries, this 3-vol. set examines landmark
pieces of legislation, explaining the historical factors that led to the proposal of
each act, looking at the adoption process and assessing each act's impact on
American life. All aspects of legislation are covered, including the National
Prohibition Act, the Civil Rights Act, the Family and Medical Leave Act, the
Americans with Disabilities Act, the Fair Housing Act, the Freedom of Information
Act and much more.

https://go.gale.com/ps/start.do?p=GVRL&u=mlin_s_norhs&sid=galepages
https://go.gale.com/ps/aboutSeries.do?userGroupName=mlin_s_norhs&inPS=true&prodId=GVRL&seriesId=0DNL
https://go.gale.com/ps/eToc.do?searchType=BasicSearchForm&docId=GALE%7C5KRM&userGroupName=mlin_s_norhs&inPS=true&action=DO_BROWSE_ETOC&contentSegment=9781414409764&prodId=GVRL
https://go.gale.com/ps/eToc.do?searchType=BasicSearchForm&docId=GALE%7C3VGW&userGroupName=mlin_s_norhs&inPS=true&action=DO_BROWSE_ETOC&contentSegment=9780028661957&prodId=GVRL
https://go.gale.com/ps/eToc.do?searchType=BasicSearchForm&docId=GALE%7C4PBV&userGroupName=mlin_s_norhs&inPS=true&action=DO_BROWSE_ETOC&contentSegment=9781414491387&prodId=GVRL
https://go.gale.com/ps/eToc.do?searchType=BasicSearchForm&docId=GALE%7C1UMS&userGroupName=mlin_s_norhs&inPS=true&action=DO_BROWSE_ETOC&contentSegment=9781414437088&prodId=GVRL
https://go.gale.com/ps/eToc.do?searchType=BasicSearchForm&docId=GALE%7C4OGD&userGroupName=mlin_s_norhs&inPS=true&action=DO_BROWSE_ETOC&contentSegment=9781414490892&prodId=GVRL
https://go.gale.com/ps/eToc.do?searchType=BasicSearchForm&docId=GALE%7C0SBE&userGroupName=mlin_s_norhs&inPS=true&action=DO_BROWSE_ETOC&contentSegment=9781414405063&prodId=GVRL
https://go.gale.com/ps/eToc.do?searchType=BasicSearchForm&docId=GALE%7C3TAC&userGroupName=mlin_s_norhs&inPS=true&action=DO_BROWSE_ETOC&contentSegment=9781414486611&prodId=GVRL
https://go.gale.com/ps/eToc.do?searchType=BasicSearchForm&docId=GALE%7C0PGQ&userGroupName=mlin_s_norhs&inPS=true&action=DO_BROWSE_ETOC&contentSegment=9780028659091&prodId=GVRL


PRIMARY SOURCES PAGE: Find links to over 30 primary source websites.

STATISTICS SOURCES:
- Data and Statistics about the U.S.
- Data and Statistical Sources: Labor and Employment: U.S. Government

Statistics
- Massachusetts and Boston Statistics Resource Guide: Massachusetts

Statistics
- Massachusetts State Resources:  Data Sources
- Massachusetts Statistics and Data by Topic (UMass Boston)

PRIMARY SOURCE DOCUMENT REMINDER: You can locate primary source documents in 3 places:
● Reference Books (look for the sticker on the spine)
● Databases
● Primary Source Page on the NHS Library site

Updated by Mrs. Pratt,  January 2021

https://www.norwellschools.org/Page/236
https://www.usa.gov/statistics
https://guides.library.cornell.edu/StatisticalSources/governmentstats
https://guides.library.cornell.edu/StatisticalSources/governmentstats
https://suffolk.libguides.com/c.php?g=653974&p=4591048
https://suffolk.libguides.com/c.php?g=653974&p=4591048
https://www.countyhealthrankings.org/explore-health-rankings/use-data/go-beyond-the-snapshot/find-more-data/massachusetts-state-resources
https://umb.libguides.com/stats/massachusettsstats

